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This study was undertaken to investigate and prove the
 
correlation between the NAST2RAN predicted stresses and those
 
measured on an actual structure. NASTRAN is a general purpose 




For many years the art of structural analysis remained
 
stagnant, not because of any lack of knowledge on the part of
 
the analyst but because of a lack of capability for performing
 
the required numerical computations. In 1941 Hrennikoff intro­
duced a theory idealizing a flat plate as a grid work of beams.
 
This has lead to modeling complex structures by an assemblage
 
of a finite number of elastic components. Matrix formulations
 
were developed as a means of organizing the bookkeeping.
 
Numerical solution was still laborious as the analyst was still
 
limited by the desk calculator and the inversion of a matrix of
 
any size was a formidable exercise. Fortunately the digital
 
-computer arrived on the scene at about this time 
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The matrix methods of structural analysis developed for use
 
on modern digital computers provide a means for rapid and ccurate
 
analysis of complex structures under both static and dynamic load­
ing conditions. Two complementary matrix methods of formulation
 
of any structural problems are possible: (1) the displacement
 
method (stiffness method), where displacement is chosen as
 
unknowns and (2) the force method (flexibility method) where
 
forces are unknowns. The NASTRAN program uses the first of the
 
two methods, i.e., the displacement method.
 
The structural analyst wishes to know or to be able to de­
termine the stress or load distribution in a structure. In model­
ing a structure as an aggregate of elastic elements the analyst
 
should decide on the locations where the magnitude of the stress
 
must be known. The model would then be designed to produce
 
results at those points. In order to use the NASTRAN program
 
the continuous structure must be modeled as a finite number of
 
degrees of freedom, a particular selection of topoligical objects
 
(grid points and elements) and a limited range of structural
 
behavior. This procedure, referred to as "structural modeling"
 
is the most important step in the problem formulation phase,
 
since the results of an aialysis can be no better than the initial
 
assumptions. The model used in this study contains grid points,
 






The purpose of this study is to investigate and prove the
 
correlation between computed stresses and those measured on an
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The general purpose digital computer programn
actual structure. 

for the analysis of large complex structure known as NASTRAN is
 
used to obtain the computed stresses. A real airframe, which
 
had logged several thousand hours flying time, was obtained
 
instrumented and loaded to obtain the measured strains.
 
The structural analyst wishes to know or to be able to de­
termine the stress or load distribution in a structure. In
 
modeling a structure as an aggregate of elastic elements, the
 
analyst should decide on the locations where the magnitude of
 
the stress must be known. The model would then be designed to
 
produce results at these points. In order to use the NASTRAN
 
program, the continuous structure must be modeled as an assemblage
 
of a finite number of elastic components. This assemblage must be
 
a particular selection of topegical objects (grid points and
 
elements) and have a limited range of structural behavior. The
 
selection of the assemblage, referred to as "structural modeling",
 
is the most important step in the problem formulation phase as
 




The NASTRAN Program has been well developed and proven;
 
however, each new problem requires a new structural model for
 
use in the NASTRAN program. Many rules have been developed and
 
presented to take some of the guess work out of preparing the
 
structural model. This model determines the accuracy and value
 
of the analyst's use of NASTRAN or any other similar program.
 
The development of this structural model is then the major thrust
 
of this study. Every effort is being made to construct a model
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compatible with the real structure and to record any new find­




The model used in this study contains approximately 1720
 
nodal points, each of which may have six degrees of freedom,
 
however, not all do. Some nodes have three degrees of freedom,
 
i.e., three translations. Some also have three rotations for a
 
total of 8200 degrees in the entire model. The elastic elements
 
making up this model are bars, rods and panels. The bars have
 
cross sectional area and moment of inertia about both the X and
 
Y axes. The rods have only cross sectional area. The reason:
 
some nodes only have three degrees of freedom, i.e., translation
 
is that these nodes are only connected by rods which have no
 
bending stiffness; therefore, no rotations. The panels or plate
 
elements are triangular and quadulateral. These plates only
 
transfer shear forces. The model as presently constructed con­
tains approximately 2200 rods, 1020 bars and 1445 plates for a
 
total of 4665 elastic elements. Pages 7 through 98 show
 
samples of this grid work making up the structural model.
 




As stated previously, a real airframe which had logged
 
several thousand hours flying time was obtained and instrumented.
 
The fuselage of a twin engine aircraft capable of carrying seven
 
people was used. The fuselage is unsymmetrical in that the
 
cutous (windows and door) were not symmetrically placed. This
 
airframe was instrumented with 283 linear and 88 Rosette strain
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gages. These gages are located on stringers,, bulkheads and skin,
 
both at symmetrical and unsymmetrical sections. Pages 172
 
through 184 indicate the location of these gages.
 
The structure was loaded in two different manners. The
 
first being a series of vertical loads located at the bulkheads
 
causing bending along the longitudinal axis. This was achieved
 
by means of a pulley, cable, whiffle-tree arrangement. Load
 
cells are placed in the calbes at bulkhead to monitor the ap­
plied loads. See pages 185 through 186 for details of this
 
loading system. The second loading system is a combined bending
 
twisting condition caused by applying an eccentric load in the
 
place originally occupied by the horizontal stablizer. See
 
pages 187 through 188 for details of this system.
 
The strain gages are connected to a BLH 1200 digital strain
 
indicator through a bank of low resistance switches. The BLH
 
1200 unit was in turn connected to an Anadex DP-650A printer
 
which provides a permanent record of the strains. The BLH 1200
 
digital strain indicator is sensitive to ± 5 micro inches per
 
inch of strain. As the material at each strain gage location is
 




As stated earlier the purpose of this study was to compare
 
the real measured strains or stresses to those predicted by use
 
of the NASTRAN Program. This has not been completed.
 
There have been several reasons for this delay. During the
 
early months of this program, a lot of difficulty was experienced
 
in obtainiiig data from Beech Aircraft for the airframe we were to
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use for our test. The data we needed was finally obtained after
 
nine or ten months work. The airframe was then instrument loaded
 
and the strains recorded. This was of -course all the physical
 
work we could do here at Parks College. The remainder of the work
 
Tcohsi sts of developing the mathematical model for use in the
 




It might be well to point out here that Professors Rhodes
 
and Long are teachers at Parks College and must meet with their
 
students. Dr. Sobieszczanski is a research engineer at NASA-

Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia. These other duties
 




The original proposal stated that the computer work would
 
be done at Langley Field. This has-required correspondence­




Copies of all work done here at-Parks College are included
 
with this report but as the computed results from the NASTRAN
 
Program are not available, comparisons cannot be made and final
 
results derived. This work will be done and forwarded to NASA
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-L 1tEARSW-A-L GAjSES DATE_ -1 r55 
GAGE STRESS= 180. GAGE 31 STRESS= -270. GAGE 61 STRESS= 870. 
GAGE STRESS= -40. GAGE 32 STRESS= -430. GAGE 62 STRESS= 770. 
GAGE STRESS= 410. GAGE 33 STRESS= -360. GAGE 63 STRESS= 1510. 
GAGE STRESS= -330. GAGE 34 STRESS= -330. GAGE 64 STRESS= 810. 
GAGE STRESS= 4230, GAGE 35 STRESS= -70. GAGE 65 STRESS= 830. 
GAGE STRESS= -3930. GAGE 36 STRESS= -200. GAGE 66 STRESS= 15406 
GAGE STRESS= 1030. GAGE 37 STRESS= 550 GAGE 67 STRESS= -90, 
GAGE STRESS= 1510. GAGE 38 STRESS= 530. GAGE 68 STRESS= -20. 
GAGE STRESS= -540. GAGE 39 STRESS= 550. GAGE 69 STRESS= -170. 
GAGE STRESS= 110. GAGE 40 STRESS= 1260. GAGE, 70 STRESS= -21.40. 
GAGE STRESS= -340. GAGE 41 STRESS= 1230. GAGE 71 STRESS= 610. 
GAGE STRESS= -30. GAGE 42 STRESS= 670. GAGE 72 STRESS= 940. 
__GE STRESS= 380. GAGE 13 STRESS= 220. GAGE 73 STRESS= -2010. 
GAGE STRESS= 1400. GAGE 44 STRESS= 20- GAGE 74 STRESS= -750. 
__GAGE STRESS= -160, GAGE 4 5 STRESS= 200. GAGE 75 STRESS= -1560. 
_GAGE STRESS= -150o GAGE 46 STRESS= 960. GAGE 76 STRESS= -204C. 
GAGE -STRESS= 200. GAGE 47 STRESS= 1000. GAGE 77 STRESS= . 2350. 
GAGE STRESS= 560. GAGE 48 STRESS= 910. GAGE 78 STRESS= -420. 
GACE STRESS= 650, GAGE 49 STRESS= 40. GAGE 79 STRESS= -680. 
GAGE STRESS= 980. GAGE 50 STRESS= -10, GAGE 80 STRESS= -460. 
GAGE STRFSS= 680. GAGE 51 STRESS= -10. GAGE 81 STRESS= -2350. 
GAGE STRESS= .280. GAGE 52 STRESS= 270. GAGE 82 STRESS= -730. 
GAGE STRESS= -20. GAGE 53 STRESS= 350. GAGE 83 STRESS= -370. 
GAGE STRESS= -99800, GAGE 54 STRESS= 260. GAGE 84 STRESS= -4090. 
GAGE STRESS= 640. GAGE 55 STRESS= 430. GAGE 85 STRESS= 840. 
AE SRFaS= 5Af0. GAGE5ISI S = 460Q GAGE.&6 STRE5= 630. 
G._AGE STPESS= 740. GAGE 57 STRESS= 430. GAGE 87 STRESS= 70. 
GAGE STRESS= 270. GAGE 58 STRESS= 720. GAGE 88 STRESS= -1-00. 
GAGE STRESS= 370. GAGE 59 STRESS= 690. GAGE 89 STRESS= 1940. 
GAGE STRESS= -420. GAGE 60 STRESS= 720. GAGE 90 STRESS= -1090. 
LINEAR STRAIN GAGES DATE 9-15 -75
 
BJING
LOAD = 90 POUNDS K 
GAGE 91 STRESS= 

GAGE 92 STRESS= 

GAGE 93 STRESS= 

GAGE 94 STRESS= 

GAGE 95 STRESS= 

GAGE 96 STRESS= 

GAGE 97 STRESS= 

GAGE 98 STRESS= 

GAGE 99 STRESS= 

GAGE 100 STRESS= 

GAGE lQl STRESS= 

GAGE 102 STRESS= 

GAGE 103 STRESS= 

GAGE 104 STRESS= 

GAGE 105 STRESS= 

GAGE 106 STRESS= 

GAGE 107 STRESS= 

GAGE 108 STRESS= 

GAGE 109 STRESS= 

GAGE 110 STRESS= 

GAGE 11 STRFSS= 

GAGE 112 STRESS= 

GAGE 113 STRESS= 

GAGE '114 STRESS= 

GAGE 115 STRESS= 

GAGE 116 STRESS= 

GAGE 117 STRFSS= 

GAGE 118 STRESS= 

GAGE 119 STRESS= 































































GAGE 121 STRESS= 

GAGE 122 STRESS= 

GAGE 123 STRESS= 

GAGE 124 STRESS= 

GAGE 125 STRESS= 

GAGE 126 STRESS= 

GAGE 127 STRESS= 

GAGE 128 STRESS= 

GAGE 129 STRESS= 

GAGE 130 STRESS= 

GAGE 131 STRESS= 

GAGE 132 STRESS= 

GAGE 133 STRESS= 

GAGE 134 STRESS= 

GAGE 135 STRESS= 

GAGE 136 STRESS= 

GAGE 137 STRESS= 

GAGE 138 STRESS= 

GAGE 139 STRESS= 

GAGE 140 STRESS= 

GAGE 141 STRESS= 

GAGE 142 STRESS= 

GAGE 143 STRESS= 

GAGE 144 STRESS= 

GAGE 145 STRESS= 

- GAGE 146 STRESS= 
GAGE 147 STRESS= 
GAGE 148 STRESS= 
GAGE 149 STRESS= 





























































GAGE 151 STRESS= 1320.
 




GAG .E,154 STRESS= 490.
 
GAGE 155 STRESS= 2'60.
 
GAGE 156 STRESS= -480.
 
GAGE 157 STRESS= 330.
 
GAGE 158 STRESS= 380.
 
GAGE 159 STRESS= 230.
 
GAGE 160 STRESS= -970.
 
GAGE 161 STRESS= -360-.
 
GAGE 162 STRESS= -500.
 
GAGE 163 STRESS= 10500
 
GAGE 164 STRESS= 390.
 
GAGE 1,5 STRESS= 1050.
 
GAGE 166 STRESS= -240.
 
GAGE 167 STRESS= -3LO.
 
GAGE 168 STRESS= 530.
 
GAGE 169 STRESS= .840.
 
GAGE 170 STRESS= 960.
 
GAGE 171 STRESS= 930.
 
GAGE 172 STRESS= -1160.
 
GAGE 173 STRESS= -200.
 
GAGE 174 STRESS= 160.
 




GAGE 177 STRESS= 60.
 
GAGE 17& STRESS= 1730.
 
GAGE 179 STRESS= -1390.
 





GAGE 181 STRESS= 190. GAGE 211 STRESS= 150. GAGE 241 STRESS= -1320. 
GAGE 182 STRESS= 110. GAGE 212 STRESS= 40. GAGE 242 STRESS= 320t 
GAGE 183 STRESS= -3606 GAGE 213 STRESS= -1060. GAGE 243 STRESS= 730. 
GAGE 184 STRESS= -150. GAGE 214 STRESS= 50,. GAGE 244 STRESS= 450. 
GAGE-185 STRESS= 50a GAGE 215 STRESS= -1110. GAGE 245 STRESS= -120. 
GAGE 186 STRESS= -90. GAGE 216 STRESS= -660. GAGE 246 STRESS= -1190. 
.Gf3J&E.SS= -570. GAGE 237 STRESS= -720. GAGE 247 STRESS= -­850. 
__GAGE -88_STRES=5 230. GAGE 218_ STRESS= -400. GAGE 248 STRESS= -860. 
GAGE 189 STRESS= -960. GAGE 219 STRESS= -930. GAGE 249 STRESS= -880. 
GAGE 190 STRESS= -600, GAGE 220 STRESS 4-_30. GAGE 250 STRESS=. 780, 
GAGE 191 S'TRESS= -390. GAGE 221 STRESS= 2610. GAGE 251 STRESS= -1540. 
GAGE 192 STRESS= -430, GAGE 222 STRESS= -840. GAGE 252 STRESS= -800. 
_GAQE ..3 STRESS= -5__.i, GAGE 223 STRES 440, GAGE 253 STRESS= -560. 
GAGE 194 STRESS= -830, GAGE 224 STRESS= 160. GAGE 254 STRESS= -7C. 
GAGE 195 STRESS= -1130. GAGE 225 STRESS= 650. GAGE 255 STRESS= 530t 
GAGE 196_STRESS= -950, GAGE 226 STRESS= 560o GAGE 256 STRESS= 60. 
GAGE 197 STPESS= -660, GAGE 227 STRESS= 670. GAGE 257 STRESS= 710. 
GAGE ~98 STRESS= 180. GAGE 228 STRESS= 130. GAGE 258 STRESS= -1430. 
GAGE 199 STRESS= 10, GAGE 229 STRESS= 620. GAGE 259 STRESS= -134C. 
GAGE 200 STRESS= -20. GAGE 230 STRESS= 400, GAGE 260 STRESS= 530. 
GAGE 201 STRESS= 80. GAGE 231 STRESS= 20. GAGE-261 S-TRE.SS=0 
GAGE 202 STRESS= -210, GAGE 232 STRE-SS= -550. GAGE 262 STRESS= 40. 
GAGE 203 STRESS= 120, GAGE 233 STRESS=- -240. GAGE 263 STRESS= 
GAGE 204 STRESS= -50. GAGE 234 STRESS= -640. GAGE 264 STRESS= -18. 
GAGE 205 ST-RESS= 100. GAGE 235 STRE'SS= -110. GAGE 265 STRESS= -720, 
GAGE 206 STRESS=' -290. GAGE 236 STRESS= 220. GAGE 266 STRESS= 90. 
GAGE 207 STRESS= 50, GAGE 237 STRESS= 330. GAGE 267 STRESS= -2250. 
GAGE 208 STRESS= 530. GAGE 238 STRESS= -230. GAGE 268 STRESS= -2100. 
GAGE 209 STRESS= 370. GAGE 239 STRESS= -1850. GAGE 269 STRESS= 390. 
GAGE 210 STRESS= 130. GAGE 240 STRESS= -1160. GAGE 270 STRESS=- -650. 
LINEAR STRAIN GAGES DATE 9-15 -75
 
LOAD = 90 POUNDS BEN DIN-G- -

GAGE 271 STRESS= 

GAGE 272 STRESS: 

GAGE 273 STRESS= 

GAGE 274 STRESS= 





GAGE 277 STRESS:= 

GAGE 278 STRESS= 

GAGE 279 STRESS= 

GAGE 280 STRESS= 

-GAGE 281 STRESS= 

GAGE 282 STRESS= 


































LOAD = 140 POUNDS ..-- BENDING ....
 
GAGE 1 STRESS= 940, GAGE 31 STRESS= . zL920 GAGE 61 STRESS= -1210. 
GAGE 2 STRE'SS= 2550. GAGE 32 STRESS= -9272C. GAGE 62 STRESS= 3501 
GAGE 3 STRESS= 4070, GAGE 33 STRESS='' 6260, GAGE 63"STRESS= -99770. 
GAGE 4 STRESS= -200. GAGE 34 STRESS= -1230. GAGE 64 STRESS= -600& 
GAG E STRESS= -2390, GAGE 35-'STRESS= -57G-. 'G'GE 65 -SRESS= 60. 
-GAGE 6 STRESS= 1940. GAGE 36 STRESS= 3400a GAGE 66 'STRESS=- -2090. 
GAGE 7.STRESS= 1090. GAGE 37 STRESS= 1070. GAGE 67 STRESS=-- 80. 
GAGE 8 STRESS= 200. GAGE 38 STRESS= -100. GAGE 68- STRESS= 70o. 
GAGE 9 STRESS= 2400, GAGE 39 STRESS= -280. GAGE 69 STRESS= 1510. 
GAGE STRESS= -900, GAGE 40 STRESS= 1410. GAGE 70 STRESS= -110. 
GAGE 11 STRESS= -560, CAGE 41 STRESS= -900. CAGE 71 STRESS= -8506 
GAGE 12 STRESS= 2140. GAGE 42 STRESS= -550. GAGE 72 STRESS= 740a 
-GAGE 13 STRESS= 2700. GAGE 43 STRESS= -1730. -GAGE 73 STRESS= 30. 
GAGE 14 STRESS= 1690. GAGE 44 STRESS= -6540. GAGE 74 STRESS= -30. 
GAGE STRESS= -320. GAGE 45 STRESS= -4920. GAGE 75 STRESS= 830. 
'GAGE 16 STRESS= 2430. GAGE 46 STRESS= -97510. GAGE 76 STRESS= 260. 
GAGE 17 STRESS= -3550. GAGE 47 STRESS= .'8250. GAGE 77 STRESS= -70. 
GAGE 18 STRESS= -3470. GAGE 48 STRESS= 5240. GAGE 78 STRESS= 980-. 
GAE 19 STRESS= 660. GAGE 49 STRESS= 1050. GAGE 79 STRESS= -980. 
GAGE STRESS= -1900. GAGE 50 STRESS= -020. GAGE 80 STRESS= 15t0, 
GAGE .21 STRESS= -4360. GAGE 51 STRESS= -950a GAGE 81 STRESS= 1410. 
GAGE 22 STRESS= 1180. GAGE 52 STRESS= 1120. GAGE 82 STRESS= -920. 
GAGE 23 STRESS= 1610. GAGE 53 STRESS= 240. GAGE 83 STRESS= -660. 
GAGE 24 STRESS= -740. GAGE 54 STRESS= -350. GAGE 84 STRESS=. 400, 
GAGE STRESS= 4360, GAGE 55- STRESS= 6910a GAGE 85 STRESS= 520. 
GAGE 26 STRESS= -4220. GAGE 56 STRESS= 3840. GAGE 86 STRESS= 20. 
GAGE 27 STRESS= 2340.o GAGE 57 STRESS= -93510. GAGE 87 STRESS= 770. 
GAGE 23 STRESS= 3060, GAGE 58 STRESS= -6370. GAGE 88 STRESS= 560. 
GAGE 29 STRESS= -62706. -GAGE 59 STRESS= -960. GAGE 89 STRESS= -370. 
GAGE STRESS= -5740, GAGE 60 STRESS= 950. GAGE -90 STRESS= 560v 
OSET E_5RA J_(+ G AGE%_5 _ DATE. 9-3.0-7 ____________________
 
LOAD = 140 POUNDS BENDING-
GAGE 91 STRESS= 20306 GAGE 121 STRESS= -730e GAGE 151 STRESS= 1220, 
GAGE 92 STRESS= 760o GAGE 122 STRESS= -6700. GAGE 152 STRESS= -Z00, 
GAGE 93 STRESS= 3150. GAGE 123 STRESS= 1890. GAGE 153 STRESS= 700. 
GAGE 94 STRESS= 1080. GAGE 124 STRESS= 4820. GAGE 154 STRESS= 1230o 
GAGE 95 STRESS= -1810. GAGE 125 STRESS= 5730. GAGE 15"5 STRESS= -320. 
GAGE 96 STRESS= 13206 GAGE 126 STRESS= 10150. GAGE 156 STRESS= 840, 
GAGE 97 STRESS= -970. GAGE 127 STRESS= 4560. GAGE 157 STRESS= 530. 
GAGE 98 STRESS= 520. GAGE 128 STRESS= 2380a GAGE 158 STRESS= -170, 
GAGE 99 STRESS= 1470o GAGE 129 STRESS= 2560. GAGE 159 STRESS= 1500. 
GAGE 100 STRFSS= 140. GAGE 130 STRESS= 2080. GAGE 160 STRESS= 220. 
GAGE 10,1 STRESS= 410. GAGE 131 STRESS= -3600, GAGE 161 STRESS= 140. 
GAGE 102 STRESS= 1750a GAGE 132 STRESS= 3340. GAGE 162 STRESS= 1380. 
GAGE 103 STRESS= 780. GAGE 133 STRESS= 480. GAGE 163 STRESS= 1360. 
GAGE 104 STRESS= -260a GAGE 134 STRESS= 620, GAGE 164 STRESS= -1560o' 
GAGE 105 STRESS= 280. GAGE 135 STRESS= -1050. GAGE 165 STRESS= -1320. 
GAGE 106 STRESS= 8006 GAGE 136 STRESS= 50. GAGE 166 STRESS= 1t80. 
GAGE 107 STRESS= -290* GAGE 137 STRESS= -1010. GAGE 167 STRESS= 640. 
GAGE 108 STRESS= 180. GAGE 138 STRESS= -2170. GAGE" 168 STRESS= 270. 
GAGE 109 STRESS= 1830. GAGE 139 STRESS= 340, GAGE 169 STRESS= 2170. 
GAGE 110 STRESS= -1660. GAGE 140 STRESS= -530. GAGE 170 STRESS= -110. 
GAGE 111.STRESS= 800. GAGE_141 STRESS= 230. GAGE 171 STRESS= 1510, 
GAGE 112 STRESS= 1590. GAGE 142 STRESS= 1090, GAGE 172 STRESS= 2020. 
GAGE 113 STRESS= 760. GAGE 143 STRESS= -140. GAGE 173 STRE-SS= -1160. 
GAGE 114 STRESS= 2150. GAGE 144 STRESS= 390, GAGE 174 STRESS= 7904 
GAGE 115 STRESS= 550. GAGE 145 STRESS= 740; GAGE 175 STRESS= -500. 
GAGE 116 STRESS= - 490, GAGE 146 STRESS= 260. GAGE 176 STRESS= 2906 
GAGE 117 STRESS= -540. GAGE 147 STRESS= -650. GAGE '177 STRESS-= -350, 
GAGE 118 STRESS= 450. GAGE 148 STRESS= 390. GAGE 178 STRESS= -570. 
GAGE 119 STRESS= -810. GAGE 149 STRESS= -820. GAGE 179 STRESS= 260. 
GAGE 120 STRESS= -1300. GAGE 150 STRESS= -1490. GAGE 180 STRESS= -320. 
.ROSEI-LE_SRALGAG ES ____ _ATl._-30-75 -
LOAD = 140 POUNDS BENDING ...... 
GAGE 181 STRESS= -700, GAGE 211 STRESS= -800. GAGE 241 STRESS= -1300. 
GAGE 182 STRESS= 450. GAGE 212 STRESS= 180. GAGE 242 STRESS= 290, 
GAGE 183 STRESS= 250. GAGE 213 STRESS= -1100, GAGE 243 STRESS= -310, 
GAGE 184 STRESS= -1140. GAGE 214 STRESS= -20. nAGE 244 STRESS= -1200o 
.GAGE 185 STRESS= 270,. GAGE 215 STRESS= 8508 GAGE .2-45 STRESS= 970s 
GAGE 186 STRESS= -670, GAGE 216 STRESS= -1010. GAGE 246 STRESS= -290 
GAGE 187 STRESS= 1320. GAGE 217 STRESS= -710, GAGE 247 STRESS= 910. 
GAGE 188 STRESS= -180. GAGE 218 STRESS= 240. GAGE 248 STRESS= -480. 
GAGE 189 STRESS= 310. GAGE 219 STRESS= -1710, GAGE 249 STRESS= 890. 
GAGE 190 STRESS= 1400o. GAGE 220 STRESS= -990, GAGE 250 STRESS= -12Lt0. 
GAGE 191 STRESS= -680* GAGE 221 STRESS= -810. GAGE 251 STRESS= 230o 
GAGE 192 STRESS= -150. GAGE 222 STRESS= 260, GAGE 252 STRESS= 230. 
GAGE 193 STRESS= -620. GAGE 223 STRES$= -1810. GAGE 253 STRESS= -410; 
GAGE 194 STRESS= 370. GAGE 224 STRESS= 70, GAGE 254 STRESS= -120 
GAGE 195 STRESS= 1&06 GAGE 225 STRESSl -2240. GAGE 255 STRESS= -L70, 
GAGE 196 STRESS= -650. GAGE 226 STRFSS= -1070. GAGE 256.STRESS= -300. 
GAGE 197 STRESS= £0. GAGE 227 STRESS= 1140, GAGE 257 STRESS= 39o. 
GAGE 198 STRESS= -210. GAGE 228 STRESS= -780. GAGE 258 STRESS= -10, 
GAGE 199 STRESS= -280. GAGE 229 STRESS= -230. GAGE 259 STRESS= 370, 
GAGE 200 STRESS= 180. GAGE 230 STRESS= 420. GAGE 260 STRESS= -1350. 
GAGE 201 STRESS= -830. GAGE 231 STRESS= -320. GAGE 261 STRESS= -430. 
GAGE 202 STRESS= -310. GAGE 232 STRESS= -280. GAGE 262 STRESS= -1010. 
GAGE 203 STRESS= 70. GAGE 233 STRESS= 30. GAGE 263 STRESS= 730. 
GAGE 204 STRESS= -820. GAGE 234 STRESS= -670. GAGE 264 STRESS= -70". 
GAGE 205 STRESS= A10e GAGE 235 STRESS= 110. 
GAGE 206 STRESS= -50. GAGE 2365STRESS= 610, 
GAGE 207 STRESS= -2000. GAGE 237 STRESS= 1000. 
GAGE 208 STRESS= -630. GAGE 238 STRESS= -840. 
GAGE 209 STRESS= 280. GAGE 239 STRESS= -450. 







-L F ERS \LA-CIsDATE 9-1 5 -75 
lOAD = 140 PONOS BEN ING 
GAGE I STRESS= 390, gAGE 31 STRESS= -460. GAGE 61 STRESS= 1380. 
GAGE 2 STRESS= 50a GAGE 32 STRESS= -570". GAGE 62 STRESS= 1200a 
GAGE 3 STRESS= 790. GAGE 33 STRESS= -660. GAGE 63 STRESS= 2320. 
GAGE 4 STRESS= -1280, GAGE 34 STRESS= -540- GAGE 64 STRESS= 1280. 
GAGE STRESS=- 7970. GAGE 35 STRESS= -30. G'KGE 65 STRESS= 1310. 
GAGE 6 STRESS= -6510. GAGE 36 STRESS= -370.' GAGE 66 STRESS= 23004 
GAGE 7 STRESS= 1410. GAGE 37 STRESS= 910. GAGE 67 STRESS= -150 
GAGE A STRESS= 2170. GAGE 38 STRESS= 880. GAGE 68 STRESS= -10C; 
GAGE 9 STRESS= -1250. GAGE 39 STRESS= 880. GAGE 69 STRESS= -240. 
GAGE STRESS= 2390. GAGE 40 STRESS= 2000. GAGE 70 STRESS - 398,0 
GAGE 1.1 STRESS= -110. GAGE 41 STRESS= 1970. GAGE 71 STRESS= 1120. 
GAGE 12 STRESS= 380. GAGE 42 STRESS= 1090. GAGE 72 STRESS= 1570. 
GA E 13 STRESS= 770. GAGE 43 STRESS= 420. GAGE 73 STRESS= -3290. 
GAGE 14 STRESS= 3140. GAGE 44 STRESS= 100. GAGE 74 STRESS=' -1070. 
_ GAGE STRESS= -130. GAGE 45 STRESS= 390. GAGE 75 STRESS= -2500. 
GAGE 16 STRESS= -360, GAGE 46 STRESS= 1570, GAGE 76 STRESS= -3220. 
GAGE 17 STRESS= 270. GAGE A7 STRFSS= 161,0. GAGE 77 STRESS= -3750. 
GAGE 18 STPESS= 1000. GAGE 48 STRESS= '4470. GAGE 78 STRESS= -680. 
GAGE 19 STRESS= 1100. GAGE 49 STRESS= 130. GAGE 79 STRESS= .1090. 
GAGE STRESS= 1560. GAGE 50 STRESS= 60. GAGE 80 STRESS= -730. 
GAGE 21 STRES;F= 1100. GAGE 51 STRESS= 50. GAGE 81 STRESS= -3950. 
GAGE 22 StRESS= 4/0. GAGE 52 STRESS= 490. GAGE 82 STRESS= -1460. 
GAGE 23 STRE.SS= -50. GAGE 53 STRESS= 610. GAGE 83 STRESS= -840. 
GAGE 24 STRESS= -99630. GAGE 54 STRESS= 440. GAGE 84 STRESS= -o490. 
GAGE STRESS= 1060. GAGE 55 STRESS= 710. GAGE 85 STRESS= 1300. 
GAGE 26 STPESS= 910, GAGE 56 STRESS= 770. GAGE 86 STRESS= 980. 
GAGE 27 STRFSS= 1200. GAGE 57 STRESS= 700. GAGE 87 STRESS= 110. 
GAGE 28 STRESS= 430. GAGE 58 STRESS=- 1190. GAGE 88 STRESS = -100. 
GAGE 29 STRESS= 530. GAGE 59 STRESS= 1.160. GAGE 89 STRESS= 2970. 
GAGE STRESS= -1550, GAGE 60 STRESS= 1180. GAGE 90 STRE.SS -1780. 
LINEAR STRAIN GAGES DATE 9-15 -75 
LOAD = 140 POUNDS 
GAGE 91 STRESS= -2690& GAGE 121 STRESS= -1220. GAGE 151 STRESS= 2030. 
GAGE 92 STRESS= -760. GAGE 122 STRESS= 120. GAGE 152 STRESS= 2220o 
GAGE 93 STRESS= 180. GAGE 123 STRESS= 50. GAGE 153 STRESS= 2030# 
GAGE 94 STRESS= 290, GAGE 124 STRESS= 170.. GAGE 154 STRESS= 780. 
GAGE 95 STRESS= 390o -GAGE 125 STRESS= -260. GAGE 15'5 STRESS= 400. 
GAGE 96 STRESS= 100. GAGE 126 STRESS= -2030. GAGE 156 STRESS= -670. 
GAGE 97 STRESS= -40. GAGE 127 STRESS= -4580. GAGE 157 STRESS= 510. 
GAGE 98 STRESS= 2730, GAGE 128 STRESS= -1180. GAGE 158 STRESS= 580. 
GAGE 99 STRESS= 2010. GAGE 129 STRESS= -1030. GAGE 159 STRESS= 420., 
GAGE 100 STRESS= 2680. GAGE 130 STRESS= -100. GAGE 160 STRESS= -1620. 
GAGE 10.1 STRESS= 230. GAGE 131 STRESS= -190. GAGE 161 STRESS= -5170. 
GAGE 102- STRESS= 10. GAGE 132 STRESS= -210. GAGE 162 STRESS= -940. 
GAGE 103 STRESS= 780. GAGE 133 STRESS= -30. GAGE 163 STRESS= 1990. 
GAGE 104 STRESS= 60. GAGE 134 STRESS= 70. GAGE 164 STRESS= 1250. 
GAGE 105 STRESS= 90. GAGE 135 STRESS= -180. GAGE 165 STRESS= 1750. 
GAGE 106 STRESS= -2690. GAGE 136 STRESS= 140. GAGE 166 STRESS= -340. 
GAGE 101 STRESS= -1240. GAGE 137 STRESS= 100. GAGE 167 STRESS= -540. 
GAGE 108 STRESS= -2300, GAGE 138 STRESS= 840. GAGE 165 STRESS= 540. 
GAGE 109 STPESS= 1250. GAGE 139 STRESS= 480. GAGE 169 STRESS= 1330. 
GAGE 110 STRESS= -6360. GAGE 140 STRESS= -1420, GAGE 170 STRESS= 1510. 
GAGE 111 STRESS= -1860. GAGE 141 STRESS= -1910. GAGE 171 STRESS= 1460. 
GAGE 112 STRESS= -6120. GAGE 142 STRESS= -670, GAGE 172 STRESS= -1830. 
GAGE 113 STRESS= -360. GAGE 14,3 STRESS= -1760. GAGE 173. STRESS= -120. 
GAGE 114 STRESS=,; 60, GAGE 144 STRESS= 1960; -GAGE 174 STRESS= 350. 
GAGE 115 STPESS= -150. GAGE 145 STRESS= 2180. GAGE 175 STRESS= -2840. 
GAGE 116 STRESS= - GAGE 146 STRESS= 2430, GAGE 176 STRESS= -650. 
GAGE 117 STRESS= -160, GAGE 147 STRESS= -1960. GAGE 177 STRESS= 120. 
GAGE 118 STRESS= -3300, GAGE 148 STRESS= -610o GAGE 178 STRESS= 2690. 
GAGE 119 STRESS= -2440. GAGE 149 STRESS= -2100. GAGE 179 STRESS= -2070. 
GAGE 120 STPESS= -7040. GAGE 150 STRESS= -10. GAGE 180 STRESS= 540. 
_IINEAN--GAG.E£SA-1 9 -1_ - 5 _ __TEP_ 
GAGE 181 STRESS= 





GAGE 184 STRESS= 

GAGE 185 STRESS= 

GAGE 186 STRESS= 

__G A-G&_lP 7_$..E=-5,5 
GAGE18STRG.5 

GAGE 129 STRESS= 

GAG E.lS STRE9= 

GAGE 191 STRESS= 

GAGE 192 STRESS= 

GAGE 13 STRFSS= 

.GAGE 194 STRESS= 

GAGE 195 ,STESS= 
GAGFQ j5t5aES=-19E5.j 
GAGEf7 SJfESs= 
GAGE 198 STPESS= 

GAGE 199 STRESS= 

GAGE 200 STRESS= 

GAGE 201 STRESS= 

GAGE 202 STRESS= 

GAGE 203 STRESS= 

GAGE 20a STRESS= 








































































GAGE 211 STRESS= 

GAGE 212 STRESS= 

GAGE 213 ST3ESS= 

GAGE 214 STRESS= 

-GAGE 215 STRESS= 

GAGE 216 STRESS= 

GAQE_.2l 7 STRES= 

-GAGE 218 STRESS= 

GAGE 219 STRESS= 

GAGE 220 STRESS= 

GAGE 221 STRESS= 

GAGE 222 STRESS= 

GAGE 223 STRES= 

GAGE 224 STRESS= 

GAGE 225 STRESS= 

G-AEJ_226 STRESS= 
GAGE 227 STRESS= 

GAGE 228 STRESS= 

GAGE 229 STRESS= 

GAGE 230 STRESS= 

GAGE 231 STRESS= 

GAGE 232 STRESS= 

-GAGE 233 ST'ESS= 

GAGE 234 STRESS= 

GAGE 235 STRESS= 

GAGE 236 STRESS= 

GAGE 237 STRESS= 

GAGE 238 STRESS= 

GAGE 239 STRESS= 
































































GAGE 241 STRESS -2340.
 
GAGE 242 STRESS= 50.
 
GAGE 243 STRESS= 114C.
 
GAGE 244 STRESS= 750.
 
GAGE 245 STRESS= -120.
 




GAGE 248 STRESS= -1360.
 




GAGE 251 STRESS= -2593. 
GAGE 252 STRESS= -1270. 
GAGE 253 STRESS= -90%. 
GAGE 254 STRESS= -1170. 
GAGE 255 STRESS= 82C. 
GAGE.256 STRESS=- 90.. 
GAGE 25 RESS= 1lio. 
GAGE 258 STRESS= -2520. 
GAGE_259 STRESS= -2270. 
GAGE 260 STRESS= 930. 
GAGE 261 STRESS= 150. 
GAGE 262 STRESS= ... 80o 
GAGE 263. STRESS= -2660. 
GAGE 264 S TRESS=......760. 
GAGE 265 STRESS= -- 2890._ 
GAGE 266 STRESS= 150. 
GAGE 267 STRESS= -3660. 
GAGE 268 STRESS= -3400. 
GAGE 269 STRESS=---- 610. 
GAGE 270 STRESS= -1020. 
LINEAP STRAIN GAGES DATE 9-15 -75
 
LOAD = 140 POUNDSBENDING
 
GAGE 271 STRESS= 

GAGE 272 STPESS= 

GAGE 273 STRESS= 

GAGE 27& STRESS= 

GAGE 275 STPESS= 

GAGE' 276 STRESS= 

GAGE 277 STRESS= 

GAGE 278 STRESS= 

GAGE 279 STRESS= 

GAGE 280 STRESS= 

GAGE 281 STRESS= 






































ROSETTE STRAIN GAGES DATE 9-30-75
 
LOAD = 90 POUNDS ___ BENDING___ 
GAGE 1 STRESS= 580, GAGE 31 STRESS= 3990, GAGE 6.1 STRESS= -820s 
GAGE 2 STRESS= 2250. GAGE 32 STRESS= -95050. GAGE 62 STRESS= 190. 
GAGE 3 STRESS= 2950a GAGE 33 STRESS= 4190. GAGE 63 STRESS= 70. 
GAGE 4 STRESS= -200. GAGE 34 STRESS= -23701 GAGE 64 STRESS= -320. 
GAGE STRESS= -2140. GAGE 35 STRESS= -3940. GAGE 65 5TRESS= 90, 
GAGE 6 STRESS= 930. GAGE 36 STRESS= 1700, GAGE 66 STRESS= -1170. 
GAGE 7 STRESS= 770, GAGE 37 STRESS= 650. GAGE 67 STRESS= -20. 
GAGE 8 STRESS= 310. GAGE 38 STRESS= -80. GAGE 68 STRESS= 330. 
GAGE 9 STRESS= 1760t GAGE 39 STRESS= -180. GAGE 69 STRESS,= 850. 
GAGE STRESS= 620o GAGE 40 STRESS= 9006 GAGE 70 STRESS= -100. 
GAGE 11 STRESS- -640. GAGE 41 STRESS= -530. GAGE 71 STRESS= -310, 
GAGE 12 STRESS= 1350o GAGE 42 STRESS= -320, GAGE 72 STRESS= 560. 
GAGE 13 STRESS= 1680. GAGE 43 STRESS= -3130. GAGE 73 STRESS= 10. 
GAGE 14 STRESS= 1350, GAGE 44 STRESS= -6430o GAGE 74 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE STRESS= -120. 0AGE 45 STRESS= -5760. GAGE 75 STRESS= 550." 
GAGE 16 STRESS= 1460. GAGE '6 STRESS= -96500. GAGE 76 STRESS= 170. 
GAGE 17_STRESS= -2580. GAGE 47 STRESS= 7000. GAGE 77 STRESS= -GO. 
GAGE 18 STRESS= -2460. GAGE 48 STRESS= 3790, GAGE 78 -STRESS= 610. 
GAtE 19 STRESS= 410, GAGE 49- STRESS= 650. GAGE 79 STRESS= -390. 
GAGE STRESS= -660. GAGE 50 STRESS= -640. GAGE 80 STRESS= 1230. 
GAGE 21 STRR-SS= -2390. GAGE 51. STRESS= -570. GAGE 81 STRESS= 990. 
GAGE 22 STRESS= 630. GAGE 52 STRESS= 700. GAGE 82 "STRESS= -580, 
GAGE 23 STRESS= 570a GAGE 53 STRESS= 150. GAGE 83 STRESS= -790. 
GAGE 24 STRESS= -870. GAGE 54 STRESS= -220, GAGE 84 STRESS= -130o 
.GAGE STRESS= 2500. CAGE 55 STRESS= 4200. GAGE a5 STRESS= 340. 
GAGE 26 STRESS= 3030. GAGE 56 STRESS= - 3910. GAGE 86 STRESS= 10. 
GAGE 27 STRESS= 1380. GAGE 57 STRESS= -95260. GAGE 87 STRESS= 490. 
GAGE 28 STRESS= 1560. GAGE 58 STRESS= -3920. GAGE 88 STRESS= 360, 
GAGE 29 STRESS= -4260. GAGE 59 STRESS= -1010. GAGE 89 STRESS= -240. 
GAGE STRESS= -4000. GAGE 60 STRESS= 840. GAGE 90 STRESS= 360, 
.SflETESIRALN_ AAES ___ DATrE__9:30-75 .... 
LOAD = 90 POUNDS ,BE tI _ 
GAGE 91 STRESS= 1270, GAGE 121 STRESS= -760. GAGE 151 STRESS= 780. 
GAGE 92 STRESS= 510. GAGE 122 STRESS= -4780. GAGE 152 STRESS= -250. 
GAGE 93 STRESS= 2030. GAGE 123 STRESS= 880. GAGE 153 STRESS= 460. 
GAGE 94 STRESS= 690. GAGE 124 STRESS= 2210. GAGE 154 STRESS= 780. 
GAGE 95 STRESS= -1210. GAGE 125 STRESS= 5270-. GAGE 1.55 STRESS= -200, 
GAGE 96 STRESS= 750. GAGE 126 STRESS= 7160, GAGE 156 STRESS= 540, 
GAGE 97 STRESS= -590. GAGE 127 STRESS= 3680. GAGE 157 STRESS= 350. 
GAGE 98 STRESS" 340, GAGE 128 STRESS= 3250. GAGE 158 STRESS= -50, 
--GAGE 99 STRESS= 940. GAGE 129 STRESS= 2420. GAGE 159 STRESS= 980.
 
GAGE 100 STRESS= 60. GAGE 130 STRESS= 1690. GAGE 160 STRESS= 130,
 
GAGE 101 STRESS= 230, GAGE 131 STRESS= -3080. GAGE 161 STRESS= 40.
 
GAGE 102 STRESS= 1070. GAGE 132 STRESS= 2200. GAGE 162 STRESS= 850.
 
•GAGE 	103 STRESS" 480. GAGE'133 STRESS= 330, GAGE 163 STRESS= 870. 
GAGE 104 STRESS= -1601 GAGE 134 STRESS= 410. GAGE 164 STRESS= -940. 
GAGE 105 STRESS= 170. GAGE 135 STRESS= -620. GAGE 165 STRESS= -840. 
GAGE 106 STRESS= 500. GAGE 136 STRESS= -60. GAGE 166 STRESS= 940. 
GAGE 107 STRESS= -170_ GAGE 137 S:RESS= -640, GAGE 167 STRESS= 370. 
GAGE 108 STRESS" 100. GAGE 138 STRESS= -1380. GAGE 168 STRESS= 120. 
GAGE 109 STRESS= 1140. GAGE 139 STRESS= 1a0 GAGE 169 STRESS= 1360. 
GAGE 110 STRESS= -1050. GAGE 140 STRESS= -340. GAGE 170 STRESS= -60. 
= 
 =
GAGE 111 STRESS= 480. GAGE 141 STRESS 140. GAGE 171 STRESS 930. 
GAGE 112 STRESS= 1000. GAGE 142 STRESS= 700. GAGE 172 STRESS= 1260. 
=
-GAGE 113 STRESS" 480-_ .. GAGE 143 STRESS= -90. GAGE 173 STRESS -730. 
GAGE 114 STRESS= - 1330-c GAGE 144 STRESS= 250. GAGE 174 STRESS= 480. 
GAGE 115 STRESS= 340, GAGE 145 STRESS= 460, GAGE 175 STRESS= -360. 
GAGE 116 STRESS= 290. GAGE 146 STRESS= 170. GAGE 176"STRESS= 230.
 
GAGE 117 STRESS= -340. GAGE 147 STRESS= -390. GAGE 177 STRESS= -230.
 
GAGE 118 STRESS= 280. GAGE 148 STRESS= 240. GAGE 178 STRESS= -4209
 
GAGE 119 STRESS= -500. GAGE 149 STRESS= -510. GAGE 179 STRESS= 180.
 
GAGE 120 STRESS= -780, GAGE 150 STRESS= -910. GAGE 180 STRESS= -230m
 
OSETTE STRAI _GAGES DATE 9-30-75
 
LOAD = 90 POUNDS BEND:N____
 
GAGE 181 STRESS=' -470a GAGE 211 STRESS= -460. GAGE 241 STRESS= -870o 
GAGE 182 STRESS= 280. GAGE 212 STRESS= 110. GAGE 242 'STRESS= 140. 
GAGE 183 STRESS= 140a GAGE 213 STRESS= -680. GAGE 243 STRESS= -250, 
GAGE' 1864 STRESS= -700, GAGE 214 STRESS= 0. GAGE 2&4 STRESS= -730e 
GAGE 185 STRESS= 220. GAGE'215 STRESS= 550a CKGE2-5 STRESS= 650, 
GAGE 186 STRESS= -370. GAGE 216 STRESS= -650. GAGE 246 STRESS= -130. 
GAGE 187 STRESS= 8500 GAGE 217 STRESS= -460. GAGE 247 STRESS= 500. 
GAGE 138 STRESS= -100. GAGE 218 STRESS= 170, GAGE 248 STRESS= -540, 
GAGE 189 STRESS= 190, GAGE 219 STRESS= -1.090, GAGE 249 STRESS= 350. 
GAGE 190STRESS= 900. GAGE_220 STRESS= -660, GAGE 250 STRESS= -761" 
GAGE 19.1 STRESS= -440, GAGE.221 STRESS= -470. GAGE 251 STRESS= 320. 
GAGE 192 STRESS= -90. GAGE 222 STRESS= 200. GAGE 252 STRESS= 190. 
GAGE 193 STRESS= "'-400. GAGE 223 STRESS= -1080. GAGE 253 STRESS= -270. 
GAGE 194 STRESS= --­250. GAGE 224 STRESS= O GAGE 254 STRESS= -30. 
GAGE 195 STRESS= 90. GAGE 225 STRESS= -1420. GAGE 255 STRESS= -320. 
GAGE 196 STRESS= -400. GAGE 226 STRESS= -630. GAGE 256 STRESS= -220. 
GAGE 197 STRESS= 40, GAGE 227 STRESS= 690. GAGE 257$STRESS= 270. 
GAGE 198 STRESS= -90. GAGE 228 STRESS= -500. GAGE 258 STRESS= -20. 
GAGE 199 STRESS= -2"10, GAGE 229 STRESS= -170. GAGE 259 STRESS= 220. 
GAGE 200 STRESS= 110. GAGE 230 STRESS= 220. GAGE 260 STRESS= -820a 
GAGE 201 STRESS= -550. GAGE 231 STRESS=' -210. GAGE 261 STRESS= -220a 
GAGE 202 STRESS= -250. GAGE 232 STRESS= -210. GAGE 262 STRESS= -630. 
GAGE 203 STRESS= 60. GAGE 233 STRESS= 60, GAGE 263 STRESS= 460, 
GAGE 204 STRESS= -520. GAGE 234 STRESS= -390, GAGE 264 STRESS= -11, 
GAGE 205 STRESS= -780. GAGE 235 STRESS= l80.. 
GAG.E 206 STRESS= 20, GAGE 236 STRESS= 840s 
GAGE 207 STRESS= -1280. GAGE 237 STRESS= 950. 
GAGE 208 STRESS= -400, GAGE 238 STRESS= -1030, 
GAGE 209 STRESS= 180. GAGE 239 STRESS= -450, 
GAGE 210 STRESS= -490, GAGE 240 STRESS= -730. 
I0'AO.= 90 POUNs TOgU 
GAGE I STRESS= 30. GAGE 31 STRESS= -20a GAGE 61 STRESS= -70. 
GAGE 2 STRESS= -30. GAGE 32 STRESS= 0. GAGE 62 STRESS= -40a 
GAGE 3 STRESS= 40. GAGE 33 STRESS= -30. GAGE 63 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 4 STRESS= -130. GAGE 34 STRESS= -50. GAGE 64 STRESS= 0o 
GAGE 5 STRESS= -90. GAGE 35 STRESS= 10. GAGE 65 STRESS= -30. 
GAGE 6 STRESS= -160, GAGE 36 STRESS= --20. GAGE 66 STRESS= 30a 
GAGE 7 STRESS: -90. GAGE 37 STRESS= 40. GAGE 67 STRESS= _-120. 
GAGE 8 STRESS= -90, GAGE 38 STRESS= 10, GAGE 68 STRESS= -130 
GAGE 9 STRESS= -70. GAGE 39 STRESS= 30. GAGE 69 STRESS= -1604 
GAGE 10 STRESS= -50. GAGE 40STRESS= 1100 GAGE 70 STRESS-.­ 230,. 
GAGE 11 STRESS= -70o GAGE 41 STRESS= 80. GAGE 71 STRESS= 30. 
GAGE 12 STRESS= -80o GAGE 42 STRESS= 30. GAGE 72 STRESS= -504 
GAGEISRES-S... -I GAG._E 43 STRESS= -50. GAGE 73 STRESS= -140, 
GAGE. 14- STRESS='. 20o GAGE 44 STRESS= -10. 'GAGE 74 STRESS= -120o 
GAGE 15 STRE-SS= -10. GAGE &5 STRESS= -40. GAGE 75 STRESS= -1 , 
GAGE 16 STRESS= -30. GAGE 46 STRESS= 60e GAGE. 76 STRESS= -170c 
GAGE 17 STRESS= 20. GAGE 47 STRESS= 70a GAGE 77 STRESS= -190. 
GAGE 18 STRESS= 30. GAGE 18 STRESS= 70. GAGE -78 STRESS= -60. 
GAGE 19 STRESS= -20. GAGE 49 STRESS= 40. GAGE 79 STRESS= -40. 
GAGE 20 STRESS= 670. GAGE 50 STRESS= 70o GAGE 80 STRES5= -60. 
GAGE 21 STRESS= -10, GAGE 51 STRESS= 40. GAGE 81 STX:SS= -150. 
GAGE 22 STRESS= -40. GAGE 52 STRESS= -30. GAGE 82 STRESS= O 
GAGE 23 STRESS= -20. GAGE 53 STRESS= 20, GAGE 83 STRESS= -40. 
GAGE 24 STRESS= -30, GAGE 54 STRESS= 100 GAGE 84 STRESS= -390, 
GAGE ZL SSLPE= -40. GAGE 55 STRESS= 120. -GAGE 85 STRESS 40. 
GAQE2tURESS=-E._ . -40, GAGF 56 STRESS= 130. GAGE. 86_STRESS- -s0. 
-3nl GAGE 57 STRESS= 130. GAGE 87 STRESS= .­ 30-
GAGE 28 STRESS= -60. GAGE 58 STRESS= 40. GAGE 88 STRESS = - -20. 
GAGE _29 STRES= -10. GAGE 59 STRESS= 10, GAGE 89 STRESS='_ -- 90.0 
GAGE 30 STRESS=_-116780. GAGE 6QSTRESS= 0. GAGE 90 STRESS= ...-110, 
LINEAR STRAIN GAGES DATE 9-15 -75
 
LOAD = 90 POUNDS T0KU___ 
GAGE 91 STRESS= -130. GAGE 121 STRESS= -30. GAGE 151 STRESS= 80. 
GAGE 92 STRESS= -40. GAGE 122 STRESS= -70. .GAGE 152 STRESS= 30. 
GAGE 93 STRESS= -70. GAGE 123 STRESS= -70. GAGE 153 STRESS= 90. 
GAGE 94 STRESS= -80. GAGE 124 STRESS= -80. GAGE 154 STRESS= 20. 
GAGE 95 STRESS= -130, GAGE 125 STRESS= 10., GA CE :1$5 TRESS= 40# 
GAGE 96 STRESS= -100, GAGE 126 STRESS= -160, GAGE 156 STRESS= 10. 
GAGE 97 STRESS= -10. GAGE 127 STRESS= -190, GAGE 157 STRESS = 10 
GAGE 98 STRESS= 90o -GAGE 128 STRESS= -120. GAGE 158 STRESS= 206 
GAGE 99 STRESS= 90. GAGE 129 STRESS= -80. GAGE 159 STRESS= 29. 
GAGE 100 STRFSS= 90. GAGE 130 STRESS= -50. GAGE 160' STRESS= 10. 
GAGE ll STRESS= -20. GAGE 131 STRESS= -10. GAGE 161 STRESS= 10. 
GAGE 102 STRESS= -390. GAGE 132 STRESS= -30. GAGE 162 STRESS= -120. 
GAGE 103 STRESS= 400. GAGE 133' STRESS= -60. GAGE 163 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 104 STRESS= -40. GAGE 134 STRESS= -20. GAGE 164 STRESS= 80. 
GAGE 105 STRESS= -60. GAGE 135 STRESS= -20. GAGE 165 STRESS= 30. 
,GAGE 106 STRESS= -40. -GAGE 136 STRESS= 40. GAGE 166 STRESS= 50. 
GAGE 107 STRESS= -30, GAGE 137 STRESS= 0. GAGE 167 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 108 STRESS= -20. *GAGE 138 STRESS= 0. GAGE 168 STRESS= -210. 
'GAGE 109 STRESS= 20. GAGE 139 STRESS= 10,." GAGE 169 STRESS 70. 
GAGE 110 STRESS= -250, GAGE 140 STRESS= -100. GAGE 170 STRESS= 100. 
GAGE 111 STRESS= -130. GAGE 141 STRESS= -100. GAGE 171 STRESS= 90. 
GAGE 112 STRESS= -270. GAGE 142 STRESS= -90, GAGE 172 STRESS= -60. 
GAGE 113 STRESS= -40. GAGE 143 STRESS= -120. GAGE 173 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 114 STRESS= 10.s GAGE 144 STRESS= 90. GAGE 174 STRESS= -60, 
-GAGE 115 STRESS= 0. GAGE 145 STRESS= 30. GAGE 175 STRESS= -60. 
GAGE 116 STRESS= 0. GAGE 146' STRESS= -20. GAGE 176, STRESS= -50. 
GAGE 117 STRE'SS= -­110. GAGE 147 STRESS= -110. GAGE 177 STRESS= -50, 
GAGE 118-STRSS= -150, GAGE 148 STRESS= -40. GAGE 178 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 119 STRESS= -70. GAGE 149 STRESS= -100. GAGE 179 STRESS=- 200. 
GAGE 120 STRESS= -340. GAGE 150 STRESS= 10. GAGE 180 STRESS= -40. 
.....L QAD.O.h S__ TORQUE 
GAGE 181 STRESS= -60. GAGE 211 STRESS= 206 GAGE 241 STRESS= -120.
 
= =
GAGE 182 STRESS= -30, GAGE 212 STRESS -50. GAGE 242 STRESS 80.
 
GAGE 183 STRESS= 10. GAGE 213 STRESS= -60, ..GAGE 243 STRESS= 20.
 
GAGE 184 STRESS= -10. GAGE 214 STRESS -10- AGE 244 STRESS= 60
 
GAGE 185 STRESS=-'---IiE?>0. GAGE 215 STRESSz -60, GAGE 245 STRESS= -40.
 
=
GAGE 186 STRESS= -50. GAGE 216 STRESS= -70. GAGE 216 STRESS -1000 
GAGE 187 STRESS= -10. GAGE 217 STRESS± -120. GAGE 2&7 STRESS= -80. 
GAGE 188 STRESS= 30, GAGE 218'STRESS= -120. GAGE 248 STRESS= -100. 
GAGE 189 STRESS= 20, GAGE 2-19 STRESS= -150. GAGE 249 STRESS= -90. 
GAGE 190 STRESS= -80, GAGE 220 STRESS= 20. GAGE 250 STRESS= -. 
GAGE 191 STRESS= -20, GAGE 221 STRESS= 120. GAGE 251 STRESS= -170_ 
GAGE 19 STRESS= -120, GAGE 222 STRESS= -80. GAGE 252 STRESS= -80a 
GAGE 193 STRESS= -7o GAGE 223 STRESS= -80. GAGE 253 STRESS= -70. 
GAGE 194 STRESS= -40. GAGE 224 STRESS= -20. GAGE 254 STRESS= -100. 
GAGE_195 STRESS= 40., GAGE 225 STRESS= -70. GAGE 255 STRESS= 70. 
.GGE_196 STRES= -10. GAGE 226 STRESS= -60. GAGE 256 STRESS=------ 30. 
_GAGE 197 STRESS= -10. GAGE 227 STRESS= 20. GAGE 257 STRESS= 130.
 
LAGE198 STRES -20 GAGE 228 STRESS= -30. GAGE 258 STRESS= -120.
 
GAGE 199 STRESS= 10, GAGE 229 STRESS= 20. GAGE 259 STRESS= -130.
 
GAGE 200 STRESS= -20. GAGE 230 STRESS= 0. GAGE 260 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 20 STRESS= -50. GAGE 231 STRESS= -40 ., GAGE 261 STRESS= -20.
 
GAGE 202 STPESS= -50. GAGE 232 STRESS= -40. GAGE 262 STRESS= . .
 
GAGE 203 STRESS= -40. GAGE 233 STRESS= -40. GAGE 263 STRESS- -80. 
GAGE 204 STRESS= -40. GAGE 234 STRESS= -40. GAGE 264 STRESS= 40.
 
GAGE 205 STRESS= -20, GAGE 235 STRESS= -10. GAGE 265 STRESS= -110
 
GAGE 206 STRESS= -90. GAGE 236 STRESS= -20. GAGE 266 STRESS= 10.
 
GAGE 207 STRESS= -10. GAGE 237 STRESS= - -20. - GAGE 267 STRESS= -80. 
= 
GAGE 208 STRESS= 50. GAGE 238 STRESS= -30. -GAGE 268 STRESS -40.
 
'GAGE 209 STRESS= 30. 'GAGE 239 STRESS= -190. GAGE 269 STRESS= -30.
 
GAGE 210 STRESS= -40. GAGE 240 STRESS= -120., GAGE 270 STRESS= -9510,
 
JINEAR STRAIN GAGES DATE 9-15 -75
 
LOAD = 90 POUNDS Q3_OUQ U.E
 
GAGE 271 STRFSS= 

GAGE 272 STRESS= 

GAGE 273 STRESS= 

GAGE 274 STRESS= 

GAGE 275 STRESS= 

GAGE 276 STRESS= 

GAGE 277 STRESS= 

GAGE 278 STRESS= 

GAGE 279 STRESS= 

GAGE 2PO STRES$= 

GAGE 2&1 STRESS= 

-GAGE 282 STRESS= 




























ROSETTE STRAIN GAGES DATE 9-30-75
 
LOAD = 90 POUNDS TORGE-

GAGE 1 STRESS= 0. GAGE 31 STRESS= -60. GAGE 61 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 2 STRESS= -40, GAGE 32 STRESS= -160a GAGE 62 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 3 STRESS= -10. GAGE 33 STRESS: 0.s 'GAGE 63 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 4 STRESS: 20. GAGE 34 STRESS= -20a GAGE 64 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 5 STRESS= 60. GAGE 35 STRESS= -150. GAGE' '6'5 STRESS= 304 
GAGE 6 STRESS= 70, GAGE 36 STRESS= 230. GAGE 66 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 7 STRESS= 30. GAGE 37 STRESS= 10. GAGE 67 STRESS= -60e 
GAGE 8 STRESS= -1r. - GAGE 38 STRESS= 10. GAGE 68 STRESS= 904 
GAGE 9 STRESS= -60, GAGE 39 STRESS= O 'GAGE 69 STRESS= 100. 
GAGE 10 STRESS= 50. GAGE 40 STRESS= 20. GAGE 70 STRESS= -90C 
GAGE 1.1 STRESS= -10. GAGE 41 STRESS= 10. GAGE 71 STRESS= -20. 
-GAGE 12 STRESS= -50. GAGE 42 STRESS= 0. GAGE 72- STRESS= 304 
GAGE 13 STRESS= 100. GAGE 43 STRESS= -170. GAGE 73 STRESS= 50, 
GAGE 14 STRESS= 250. GAGE "4 STRESS= -90. GAGE 74 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 15 STRESS= -50. GAGE 45 STRESS= -100. GAGE 75 STRESS= 110. 
GAGE 16-STRESS= 60. GAGE 46 STRESS= -100. GAGE 76 STRESS= 60. 
GAGE 17 STRESS= -330, GAGE 47 STRESS= 170. GAGE 77 STRESS= -10, 
GAGE 18 STRESS=' -440. GAGE 48 STRESS= 110. GAGE 78 STRESS= 140. 
GAGE 19 STRESS= -40. GAGE 49 STRESS= 0. GAGE 79 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 20 STRESS= 0. GAGE 50 STRESS 0. GAGE 80 STRESS= -I0. 
GAGE 21 STRESS= -300. GAGE 51 STRESS= 0. GAGE 81 STRESS= -LO 
GAGE 22 STRESS= -40. GAGE 52 STRESS= 20. GAGE 82 STRESS= -30. 
GAGE 23 STRESS= 110. GAGE 53 STRESS= 20, GAGE 83 STRESS= 20. 
GAGE 24 STRESS= -170. GAGE 54 STRESS= 10. GAGE 84 STRESS= -/O4 
GAGE '25 STRESS= 60, GACGE 55 STRESS= -470. GAGE 85 STRESS= 170. 
GAGE 26 STRESS= 120. GAGE 56 STRESS= -110, GAGE 86 STRESS= -30e 
GAGE 27 STRESS= -20. GAGE 57 STRESS= -180. GAGE 87 STRESS= 260. 
GAGE 28 STRESS= 10. GAGE 58 STRESS= 190 GAGE 88-STRESS= 180. 
GAGE 29 STRESS= -180. GAGE 59 STRESS= 210. GAGE 89 STRESS= -60s 
GAGE 30 STRESS= -240, GAGE 60.STRES'S= 330, GAGE 90 STRESS= 230o 
ROSEITE-SIRALIM-G AGES -- 9fAE_ 30-75
 
'LOAD =.-90 POUNDS . . . QUE 
_ 
GAGE 91 STRESS= 130. GAGE 121 STRESS= -80. GAGE 151 STRESS= 60, 
-GAGE 92 STRESS= -10 GAGE 122 STRESS= 160. GAGE 152 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 93 STRESS= 1404 GAGE 123 STRESS= -40, GAGE .153 'STRESS= -70. 
GAGE 94 STRESS= 90. GAGE 124 STRESS= -100. GAGE 154 STRESS= 60. 
GAGE 95 STRESS= -60. GAGE 125 STRESS= -1304 'GXGE 155 STRESS= -40. 
GAGE 96 STRESS= 90. GAGE 126 STRESS= -250, GAGE 156 STRESS= -70. 
GAGE 97 STRESS= -50s GAGE "127 STRESS= 380. GAGE 157 STRESS= 20a 
GAGE 98 STRESS= tO. GAGE 128 STRESS=- -320. GAGE 158 STRESS= 10. 
GAGE 99 STRESS= 1100 GAGE 129 STRESS= 130. GAGE 159 STRESS= -40, 
GAGE 100 STRESS= 0. GAGE 130 STRESS= -180, GAGE 160 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 101 STRESS= 40. GAGE 131 STRESS= -40. GAGE 161 STRESS= 20, 
GAGE 102 STRESs= 120. GAGE 132 STRESS= 3504 GAGE 162 STRESS= -20 
GAGE 103 STRESS= 70. GAGE 133 STRESS= O GAGE 163 STRESS= 100. 
GAGE 104 STRESS= -10 GAGE 134 STRESS= 10. GAGE 164 STRESS= -80. 
GAGE:1OSTk:SS= 40. GAGE 135 STRESS= 20'." GAGE 165 STRESS= -180, 
GAGE 106 STRESS= 90. GAGE 136 STRESS= 0. GAGE 166 STRESS= 100. 
GAGE 107 STRESS= -30. GAGE 137 STRESS= 0. GAGE 167 STRESS=- 50. 
GAGE 108 STRESS= 30. GAGE-138 STRESS= 0. GAGE 168 STRESS= -40. 
GAGE 109 STRESS= 130. GAGE 139 STRESS= -7'0. GAGE 169 STRESS= 100. 
GAGE 110 STRESS= -80. GAGE 140 STRESS= 0. GAGE 170 STRESS= -20. 
GAGE 111 STRESS= 60. GAGE 141 STRESS= -100. GAGE 171 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 112 STRESS= 120. GAGE 142 STRESS= 120. GAGE 172 STRESS= 900 
GAGE 113 STRESS= 60. GAGE 143 STRESS= -60. GAGE 173 STRESS= -20. 
GAGE 114 STRESS= 150. GAGE 144 STRESS= -140. GAGE 174 STRESS= -40, 
GAGE 115 STRESS= 30. GAGE 145 STRESS= 20.- GAGE 175 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 116 STRESS= 50. GAGE 146 STRESS= -10. GAGE 176 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 117 STRESS= -70, GAGE 147 STRESS= 0. GAGE 177 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 1.48 STRESS= 30. GAGE 148 STRESS= 20. GAGE 178 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 119 STRESS= -70. GAGE 149 STRESS= -10. GAGE 179 STRESS= 0' 
GAGE 120 STRESS= -120. GAGE 150 STRESS= 20. GAGE 180 STRESS= 20. 
ROSETTE STRAIN GAGES DATE 9-30-75
 
LOAD = 90 POUNDS TQRGUE "_ 
GAGE 181 STRESS= -10. GAGE 211 STRESS= 20. GAGE 241 STRESS= -50. 
GAGE 182 STRESS= 06 GAGE 212 STRESS= 06 GAGE 242 STRESS = 06 
GAGE 183 STRESS.= 0. GAGE 213 STRESS= -80. GAGE 243 STRESS= 20. 
GAGE 184 STRESS= 10. GAGE 214 STRESS= -90, "GAG'E 244 STRESS= -40, 
GAGE 185 STRESS= 10. GAGE 215 STRESS= 80. GAGE :24-5 STRESS= 7510. 
GAGE 186 STRESS= 30. GAGE 216 STRESS= 7110. GAGE 246 STRESS= 30. 
GAGE 187 STRESS= 120. GAGE 217 STRESS= 10. GAGE 247 STRESS= 10 
GAGE 188 STRESS= -10. GAGE 218 STRESS= 50. GAGE 248 STRESS= -100. 
GAGE 189 STRESS= 100. GAGE 219 STRESS= -140, GAGE 249 STRESS= 10. 
GAGE 190 STRESS= 140. GAGE 220 STRESS= -40. GAGE 250 STRESS= -70. 
GAGE 191 STRESS= -60c GAGE 221 STRESS= 10.- GAGE' 251 STRESS= 70. 
GAGE 192 STRESS= 60. GAGE 222 STRESS= 20. GAGE 252 STRESS= 50. 
GAGE 1'93 STRESS= 10. GAGE 223 STRESS= -50. GAGE 253 STRESS= -170,, 
GAGE -194 STRESS= 10. GAGE 224 STRESS= 0. GAGE 254 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 195 STRESS= 20. GAGE 225 STRESS= -110, GAGE 255 STRESS= 180. 
GAGE 196 STRESS= 10. GAGE 226 STRESS= 0. GAGE 256 STRESS= -20. 
GAGE 197 STRESS= -20. GAGE 227 STRESS= 40. GAGE 257 STRESS= 90-. 
GAGE 198 STRESS= -10. GAGE 228 STRESS= -50. GAGE 258 STRESS= 150. 
GAGE 199 STRESS= 20. GAGE 229 STRESS= -50. GAGE 259 STRESS= 40. 
GAGE 200 STRESS= -10. GAGE 230 STRESS=- 10. GAGE 260 STRESS= -60. 
GAGE201 STRESS= -130a GAGE 231 STRESS= 0. GAGE 261 STRESS= -30. 
GAGE 202 STRESS= 10. GAGE 232 STRESS= 0. GAGE 262 STRESS= -60. 
GAGE 203 STRESS= 0. GAGE 233 STRESS= 0. GAGE 263 STRESS= 4-0. 
GAGE 204 STRESS= -130. GAGE 234 STRESS= -10. GAGE 264 STRESS= -60. 
GAGE 205 STRESS= 0, GAGE 235 STRESS= -60. 
GAGE 206 STRESS= 10. GAGE 236 STRESS= 20. 
GAGE 207 STRESS= -130. GAGE 237 STRESS= -50. 
GAGE 208 STRESS= -20. GAGE 238 STRESS= -60. 
GAGE 209 STRESS= 10 GAGE 239 STRESS= 40. 































LINEAR STRAIN GAGES DATE 9-15 -75 
LOAD = 190 POUNDS _oRQUE 
GAGE STRESS= 6a. GAGE 31 STRESS= -50. GAGE 61 STRESS= -60. 
GAGE STRESS= -100 GAGE 32 STRESS= -40. GAGE 62 STRESS= -50. 
GAGE STRESS= 110. GAGE 33 STRESS= -60. GAGE 63 STRESS= 10. 
GAGE STRESS= -190. 'GAGE 34 STRESS= -7'0.o GAGE 64 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE STRESS= -60.' GAGE 35 STRESS-= Q. GAGE 65 STRESS= -30. 
GAGE STRESS= -270. GAGE 36 STRESS= -50, GAGE 66 STRESS= 0.o 
GAGE STRESS= -170a GAGE 37 STRESS= 120. GAGE 67 STRESS= -220. 
GAGE STRESS= -170. GAGE 38 STRESS= 100. GAGE 68 STRESS= -230. 
GAGE STRESS= -120. CAGE 39 STRESS= 110. GAGE 69 STRESS= -270. 
GAGE STRESS= -120. GAG.E 40 STRESS= 230. GAGE 70 STRESS= -&60. 
GAGE STRESS= -110. -GAGE 41 STRESS= 210.- GAGE 71 STRESS= Co. 
GAGE STRESS= -50. GAGE 42 STRESS= 100. GAGE 72 STRESS= 20. 
GAGE STRESS= 30. AGE 43 STRESS= -60 GAGE 73 STRESS= -300. 
GAGE STRESS= 53, GAGE 44 STRESS= -20. GAGE 74 STRESS= 
GAGE STRESS= 20. GAGE 45 STRESS= -40. GAGE 75 STRESS= -250. 
GAGE STRFSS= -40. GAGE 46 STRESS= 160. GAGE 76 STRESS= -340. 
GAGE STRESS= 50. GAGE 47 STRESS= ISO. GAGE -77 STRESS= -380. 
GAGE STRESS= 160. GAGE 48 STRESS= 170. GAGE 78 STRESS= -70. 
GAGE STRESS= -20. GAGE 409 STRESS= 14p GAGE 79 STRESS= -30. 
GAGE STPSS='- 740. CAGE" 50 STRESS= 150. GAGE E0 STRESS= -70. 
GAGE STRESS= -30. GAGE 51 STRESS= 110. GAGE 81 STRESS= -350. 
GAGE STRESS= -70. GAGE 52 STRESS= -10. GAGE 82 STRESS= 10. 
GAGE STRESS= -50. CAGE 53 STRESS= 0. GAGE 83 STRESS= 70. 
GAGE STREtSS;. -50. GAGE 54 STRESS= 20. GAGE 84 STRESS= -800. 
GAGE STRESS = " -30. QAGE 55 STRESS= 330, GAGE 85 STRESS= 90. 
GAGE STRESS= -110. G'AGE 56 STRESS= 330, GAGE 86 STRESS= 120. 
GAGE STRESS= -60. CAGE 57 STRESS= 330, GAGE 87 STRESS= -40. 
GAGE STRESS= -60. GAGE 58 STRESS= 120. GAGE 88 STRESS= -40. 
GAGE 'STRESS= -40. GAGE 59 STRESS= 80. GAGE 89 STRESS-- 270. 
GAGE STRFSS= -117610. GAGE 60 STRESS= 1300. GAGE 90 STRESS= -200.
 
LIIEAR SI2-AIA-- GfFS flLfffnli 
t =D g PI4,L TORQ UE 
GAGE 9l.STRESS= -290. GAGE 121 STRESS= -30. GAGE 151 STRESS= 190. 
GAGE 92 STRESS= -110. GAG 122 STRESS= -110. GAGE 152 STRESS= 90. 
GAGE 93 STRESS= -110. GAGE 123 STRESS= -120. GAGE 153 STRESS= 200. 
GAGE 94 STRESS= -150. GAGE 124 STRESS= -140,. GAGE 154 STRESS= 70. 
GAGE 95 STRESS= -190. GAGE 125 STRESS= '90. GAGE 155_STRESS= 80. 
GAGE 96 STRESS= -120. GAGE 126 STRESS= -320. GAGE 156 STRESS= 20. 
GAGE 97 STRESS= 20. GAGE 127 STRESS= -380. GAGE 157 STRESS= 30. 
GAGE 98 STRESS= 240. GAGE 128 STRESS= -210, GAGE 158 STRESS= 60. 
GAGE 99 STPESS= 210. GAGE 129 STRESS= -120. GAGE 159 STRESS= 40, 
GAGE 100 STRESS= 240. GAGE 130 STRESS= -40. GAGE 160 STRESS= 20. 
GAGE 101 STRESS= 0. GAGE 131 STRESS= -20. .GAGE 161 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 102 STPESS= 60. GAGE 132 STRFSS= -50. GAGE 162 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 103 STRESS= 690. GAGE 133 STRESS= -4O. GAGE 163 STRESS= -40. 
GAGE 104 STRESS= -20. GAGE 134 STRESS= -10. GAGE 164 STRESS= 120. 
GAGE 105 STRESS= -90, GAGE 135 STRESS= -20. GAGE 165 STRESS= 40. 
_A__G-E 106_jSTRSS= -90. GAGE i36 STRESS= 100, GAGE 166 STRESS= 90. 
GAGE 117 STRESS= -60. GAGE 137 STRESS= 10. GAGE 167-STRESS= -20. 
_GAGE 108.STRESS= - -6O. GAGE 138 STRESS= 100. GAGE 168 S-TRESS= -220. 
GAGE _109 STRESS= 100 GAGE 139 STRESS= IOn. GAGE 169 STRE5S 190. 
GAGE 110 STRESS= -563. GAGE'140 STRESS= -190. GAGE 170_STRESS= .. 210. 
GAGE 111 STRESS= -240. GAGE 141 STRESS= -180, GAGE 171 STRESS= 210. 
GAGE 112 STRESS= -550. GAGE 142 STRESS= -150., GAGE 172 STRESS= -80.
 
GAGE 113 STRESS= -20. GAGE 143 STRESS= -190. GAGE 173 STRESS=_~ -- 10.
 
GAGE i14 STRESS= 10. GAGE 144 STRESS= 170. GAGE 174 STRESS= -70.
 
GAGE 115 STRESS= 40. GAGE 145 STRESS= 90. GAGE 175 STRESS= -70._
 
_aAGE-116 STRESS= S. IAGE-I 46 STRESS= 10. GAGE 176_STRESS -6O,
 
1 1GkGUSTiS= -170, GAGE 14_7 SLRESS= -210. GAGE 177 STRESS= -60.
 
3AGE 118 STRESS= -300. GAGE 148 STRESS= -70, GAGE 178 STRESS= -10.
 
GAGE 119 STRESS= -110. GAGE 149 STRESS= -20. GAGE 179 STRESS= 0.
 
GAGE 120 STRESS= -710. GAGE 150 STRESS= 70. GAGE 180 STRESS= -10.
 
LINEAR STRAIN GAGES DATE 9-15 -75 
LOAD 190 POUNDS LOG U E_ _ 
GAGE 181 STRESS= -70. GAGE 211 STRESS= 0. GAGE 241 STRESS= -210. 
GAGE 182 STPESS= -60, GAGE 212 STRESS= -40. GAGE 242 STRESS= 160. 
GAGE 183 STRESS= 30, GAGE 213 STRESS= -130. GAGE 243 STRESS= 30. 
GAGE 184 STRESS= 0. GAGE 214 STRESS= 0. GAGE 244 STRESS= -90. 
GAGE 185 STRESS= -20. GAGE 215 STRESS= -130. GAGE 2-45 STRESS= -60. 
GAGE 186 STRESS= -110. GAGE 216 STRESS= -220. GAGE 246 STRESS= -210. 
GAGE 187 STRESS= -20. GAGE 217 STRESS= -260. GAGE 247 STRESS= -170. 
GAGE 188 STRESS= 0. GAGP 218 STRESS= -230, GAGE 248 STRESS= -190. 
GAGE 189 STRESS= -10. GAGE 219 STRESS= -350. GAGE 249 STRESS= -170,. 
GAGE 190 STRESS= -160. GAGE 220 STRESS= 20. GAGE 250 STRESS= -140. 
GAGE 19.1 STRESS= -50. GAGE 221 STRESS= 260. GAGE 251 STRESS= -320. 
GAGE 192 STRESS= -120. GAGE 222 STRESS= -160. GAGE 2-52 STRESS = -160, 
GIE 193 STRESS= -100. GAGE 223 STRESS= -120. GAGE 253 STRESS= -1100 
GAGE 194 STPESS= -50. GAGE 224 STRESS= . GAGE 254 STRESS= -170. 
GAGE 195 STRESS= -10. GAGE 225 STRESS= -140, GAGE 255 STRESS=" 220. 
GAGE 196 STRESS= -40. GAGE 226 STRESS= -100. GAGE 256 STRESS= -40. 
GAGE 197 STRESS= -40. GAGE 227 STRESS= 100. GAGE 257 STRESS= 320. 
GAGE 198 STRESS= -40. GAGE 228 STRESS= -50. GAGE 258 STRESS= -310. 
GAGE 199 STRESS= -10. GAGE 229 STRESS= 70. GAGE 259 STRESS= -220., 
GAGE 200 STRESS= -30. GAGE 230 STRESS= 50. GAGE 260 STRESS= Lo. 
GAGE 201 STRESS= -50. GAGE 231 STRESS= -50. GAGE 261 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 202 STRESS= -60. GAGE 232 STRESS= -50. GAGE 262 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 203 STP2SS= -70. GAGE 233 STRESS= -80. GAGE 263. STRESS= -200. 
GAGE 20A STRESS= -73. GAGE 234 STRESS= -50. GAGE 264 STRESS= 70. 
GAGE 205 STRESS= -30. GAGE 235 STRESS= -10. GAGE 265 STRESS= -210. 
GAGE 206 STRESS= -140. GAGE 236 STRESS= -60. GAGE 266 STRESS= 10. 
GAGE 207 STRESS= -20. GAGE 237 STRESS= -40. GAGE 267 STRESS= -130. 
GAGE 208 STRESS= 140, GAGE 238 STRESS= -50. GAGE 268 STRESS= -10O. 
GAGE 209 STRESS= 80. GAGE 2'39 STRESS= -370. GAGE 269 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 210 STRESS= -40. GAGE 240 STRESS= -190. GAGE 270 STRESS= -9600. 
-L--;EA1---S TRAI-GA GES r) AT F Q 1 
WfllifiJ UND~____ TORQUE 
'AGE 271 STRESS= -230. 
GAGE 272 STRESS= 
-50. 
GAGE 273 STRESS= 
-50. 
GAGE 274 STRESS= -120o. 
iliGE 275_LSTRESS= -10.• 
GAGE 276 STRESS= 20.
 
__ $A3 5 TRS=LE27L7 -60.
 
GAGE 278 STRESS= 80
 




G-lAG E 2P _15 T2 R S= -21n.
 
GAGE 282 STRESS= 230.
 































ROSE TaL IIN .GAGE.S DATE -9,-30.75 
LOAD = 190 POUNDS TQRQUE 
GAGE STRESS= .80 GAGE 31 STRESS= -200. GAGE 61 STRESS= -50o 
GAGE STRESS= -100. GAGE 32 STRESS= -430a GAGE 62"STRESS= -30a 
GAGE STRESS= 0. GAGE 33 STRESS= -20. "GAGE 63-STRESS= -40. 
GAGE STRESS= 50, GAGE 3& STRESS= '2'0. GAG'E 64 STRESS= -50. 
GAGE STRESS= 160. GAGE 35 STRESS= 39.0., GAGE 65 STRESS'- 100 
GAGE STRESS= 160a GAGE 36 STRESS= 560. GAGE 66 STRESS= -10, 
GAGE STRESS= 100, GAGE -37 STRESS= 206 GAGE 67 STRESS= -160. 
GAGE STRESS= -20. GAGE 38 STRESS= 20. 'GAGE 68 STRESS= 170. 
GAGE STRESS= -140. GAGE 39 STRESS= -20, GAGE 69 STRESS= 180, 
GAGE STRESS= 90. GAGE 40 STRESS= 20. GAGE 70 STRESS= -230. 
GAGE STRESS= -306 GAGE 41 STRESS= -30. GAGE 71 STRESS= -906 
GAGE STRESS= -1404 GAGE 42 STRESS= -10. GAGE 72 STRESS= 30. 
GAGE STRESS= 240. GAGE 43 STRESS= -380. GAGE 73 STRESS= 90. 
GAGE STRESS= 580. GAGE 44 STRESS= -280. GAGE 74 STRESS= -50. 
GAGE' STRESS= -110. GAGE 45 STRESS= -250. GAGE 75 STRESS= 240. 
GAGE STRESS= 150, GAGE 46 STRESS= -240. GAGE 76 STRESS= 140. 
GAGE STRESS= -780. GAGE 47 STRESS= 420. GAGE 77 STRESS= -50. 
GAGE 'STRESS= -1010. GAGE 48 STRESS= 250. GAGE 78 STRESS= .240o-
GAGE STRESS= -110. GAGE 49 STRESS= -10.0 GAGE 79 STRESS= -50. 
GAGE STRESS= -20. GAGE 50 STRESS= 0. GAGE 80 STRESS= -30. 
GAGE STRESS= -680, GAGE 51 STRESS= -30. GAGE 81 STRESS= -150. 
GAGE STRESS= -40, GAGE 52 STRESS= -10. GAGE 82 STRESS= -60 
GAGE STRESS= 230a GAGE 53 STRESS= 0. GAGE 83 STRESS = 10. 
GAGE STRESS= -360. GAGE 54 STRESS= -20. GAGE 84 STRESS= -110. 
GAGE STRESS= 140. GAGE 55 STRESS= -1150. GAGE 85 STRESS= 350. 
GAGE STRESS= . 250a GAGE 56 STRESS=* -290. GAGE 86 STRESS= -50. 
GAGE STRESS= -50. GAGE 57 STRESS= -530. GAGE- 87 STRESS= 520. 
GAGE STRESS= -20. GAGE 58 STRESS= 500, GAGE "88 STRESS= 380. 
GAGE STRESS= -390, GAGE 59 STRESS= 580s GAGE 89 STRESS= -180. 
GAGE STRESS= -530. GAGE 60 STRESS= 840. GAGE 90 STRESS= 470. 
ROSJETTE STRA-IN GA-GES -D-ATE 9-30-75 
_____________________ 
LOAD = 190 POUNDS TtO RQ U E 
GAGE 91 STRESS= 230. GAGE 121 STRESS= -160. GAGE.151 STRESS= 50,
 
GAGE 92 STPESS= -40. GAGE i22 STRESS= 310. GAGE 152 STRESS= -40. 
GAGE 93 STRESS= 290, GAGE 123 STRESS= -130. GAGE 153 STRESS= -170, 
GAGE 94 STRESS= 140. GAGE 124 STRESS= -240- GAGE 154 STRESS= 80, 
-GAGE 95 STRESS= -140. GAGE 125 STRESS= -300. GAGE 15:5 STRESS= -90. 
GAGE 96 STRESS= 170. GAGE 126 STRESS= -540, GAGE 1-56 STRESS= -200. 
GAGE 97 STRESS= -120. GAGE 127 STRESS= 840. GAGE 157 STRESS= 10, 
GAGE 98 STRESS= 80. GAGE 128 STRESS= -540. GAGE 158 STRESS= -30. 
GAGE 99 STRESS= 220. GAGE 129 STRESS= 280. GAGE 159 STRESS= -80, 
GAGE 100 STRESS= -20. GAGE 130 STRESS= -250.a GAGE 160 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 101 STRESS= 40. GAGE 131 STRESS= -220. GAGE 161 STRESS= 10. 
GAGE 102 STRESS= 210. GAGE 132 STRESS= 680. GAGE 162 STRESS= -50. 
GAGE 103 STRESS= 150. GAGE 133 STRESS= -20. GAGE 163 STRESS= 200. 
GAGE 10 STRESS= -60. GAGE 134 STRFSS= -10. GAGE 164 STRESS= -230. 
GAGE 105 STRESS= 110. GAGE 135 STRESS= -10. GAGE 165 STRESS= -410. 
GAGE 106 STRESS= 160a GAGE 136 STRESS= -30. GArE 166 STRESS= 180. 
GAGE 107 STRESS= -60. GAGE 137 STRESS= -30. GAGE 167 STRESS= 700 
GAGE 108 STRESS= 50. GAGE 138 STRESS= -30. GAGE 168 STRESS= -100, 
GAGE 109 STRESS= 260. GAGE 139 STRESS= 90 GAGE 169 STRESS= 170s 
GAGE 110 STRESS= -230. GAGE 140 STRESS= -10. GAGE 170 STRESS= -60. 
GAGE 111 STRESS= 130. GAGE 141 STRESS= -190. GAGE 171 STRESS= -60. 
GAGE 112 STRESS= 220. GAGE 142 STRESS= 290, GAGE 172 STRESS=: 160. 
GAGE 113 STRESS= 1008 GAGE 143 STRESS= -170. GAGE 173 STRESS= -60, 
GAGE 114 STRESS= 320, GAGE 144 STRESS= -340. GAGE 174 STRESS= -100. 
GAGE 115 STRESS= 50. GAGE 145 STRESS= 40. GAGE 175 STRESS= 0. 
GAGE 116 STRESS= 100. GAGE 146 STRESS= 0. GAGE 176 STRESS= 0 
GAGE 117 STRESS= -160. GAGE 147- STRESS= 0. GAGE 177 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 118 STRESS= 60. GAGE 148 STRESS= 30. GAGE 178 STRESS= 10. 
GAGE 119 STRESS= -160. GAGE 149 STRESS= -30. GAGE 179 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 120 STRESS= -290. GAGE 150 STRESS= -10. GAGE 180 STRESS= -10, 
Q&aFTE__SRADNGAGES .
 
LOAD = 190 POUNDS 
GAGE 181 STRESS= -10. 

GAGE 182 STRESS= -70, 

GAGE 183 STRESS= -20. 

GAGE 184 STRESS= -20. 

GAGE 185 STRESS= 0 

GAGE 186 STRESS= 20. 

GAGE 187 STRESS= 220o 

GAGE 188 STRESS= -60, 

GAGE 189 STRESS= 180. 

GAGE 190 STRESS= 260, 

cGAGE 191_.STRESS- -140. 

A GAGE 192 STRESS= 100. 

GAGE 193 STRESS= -10. 

GAGE 194 STRESS= -20. 

GAGE 195 STRESS= 40. 

GAGE 196 STRESS= -10. 
GAGE 197 STRESS= -20. 

GAGE 198 STRESS= -40. 

GA6E 199 STRESS= 30. 

-AGE 200 STRESS= -20. 

CAGE 201 STRESS= -280. 

GAGE 202 STRESS= 20. 

GAGE 203 STRESS= -30. 

GAGE 204 STRESS= -270. 

GAGE 205 STRESS= -50. 

GAGE 206 STRESS= __40 .
 
GAGE 207 STRESS= -280. 

GAGE 203 STRESS= -50. 

GAGE 209 STRESS= 0. 






GAGE 211 STRESS= 

GAGE 212 STRESS= 

GAGE 213 STRESS= 

GAGE 214 STRESS= 

GAGE 215 STRESS= 

GAGE 216 STRESS= 

GAGE 217 STRESS= 

GAGE 218 STRESS= 

GAGE 219 STRESS= 

GAGE 220 STRESS= 

GAGE 221 STRESS= 

GAGE 222 STRESS= 

GAGE 223 STRESS= 

GAGE 224 STRESS=__ 

GAGE 225 STRESS= 

GAGE 226 STRESS= 

GAGE 227 STRESS= 

GAGE 228 STRESS= 

GAGE 229 STRESS= 

GAGE 230 STRESS= 

GAGE 231 STRESS= 

GAGE 232 STRESS= 

GAGE 233 STRESS= 

GAGE 234 STRESS= 

GAGE 235 STRESS= 

GAGE 236 STRESS= 

GAGE 237 STRESS= 

GAGE 238 STRESS= 




































































GAGE 241 STRESS= -180, 
GAGE 242 STRESS= -40a 
GAGE 243 STRESS= 20, 
GA GE '244 S'TRESS= -150. 
'G GE .2L5 STRESS= 80. 
GAGE 246 STRESS= 50. 
GAGE 247 STRESS= 40. 
GAGE 248 STRESS= -230. 
GAGE 249 STRESS= O, 
GAGE 250 STRESS= -200, 
GAGE 2-51 STRESS= 100. 
GAGE 252 STRESS= 80* 
GAGE 253 STRESS= -360a 
GAGE 254 STRES -10. 
GAGE 255 STRESS= -99600. 
GAGE-256 STRESS= -60. 
GAGE 257 STRESS= -200. 
GAGE 258 STRESS= 260. 
GAGE 259 STRESS= 60. 
GAGE 260 STRESS= -140-, 
GAGE 261 STRESS= -130. 
GAGE 262 STRESS= -140. 
GAGE 263 STRESS= 70. 
GAGE'264 STRESS= -100. 
